
Emerging Risk Leaders 
Certificate Program

Each small group cohort will complete the program with practical tools and skills to make their 
organizations risk resilient. You’ll develop skills, learn tools, and cultivate authentic relationships that 
will be valuable resources for your nonprofit’s evolving risk management program even after the 
cohort ends!

This affordable certificate program is perfect for nonprofit team members getting started in risk 
management. Participants will learn from the expertise of Nonprofit Risk Management Center 
(NRMC) staff, leaders in developing risk management practices for the nonprofit sector. 

Why Choose Emerging Risk Leaders?

Session 1: March 21, 2023
You’ll begin your journey by learning about the evolution of risk management in the 
nonprofit sector, explore 5 risk management myths and misconceptions, and 3 practical risk 
assessment techniques. The cohort will work in small groups to share ideas and ultimately 
you’ll conclude the session by identifying your risk-themed project!

1.

Session 2: April 6, 2023
Session Two jumps right in to learning about common stumbling blocks, potential missteps, 
and ripe opportunities in risk management programs. You’ll also receive an introduction to 
Business Continuity Planning and how to conduct an After Action Review. Leave this session 
with practical tools for your risk toolkit! 

2.

Session 3: April 25, 2023
The final session will guide you in adopting a sustainable cadence for risk management 
activities at your nonprofit, creating simple but powerful Risk Action Plans, and techniques 
for forming and supporting a high-performing Risk Committee. At the end, you’ll present an 
overview of your risk project to the cohort.

3.
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I enjoyed participating in ERLCP because there 
is always something new to learn about risk 
management. I also loved the opportunity to meet 
with peers and the opportunity to practice the 
risk management tools before using them at my 
organization.

‘‘

This immersive, intensive learning experience is designed for current employees of 
nonprofits, regardless of size or mission. The ideal candidates will be interested in 
honing their risk management know-how and confidence! No prior risk management 
training or experience is required!

     ERLCP provides insights, tools, and solutions 
for those wanting to gain more exposure and 
knowledge in the area of risk. It was an informative 
and helpful introduction to the wolrd of risk for 
nonprofit leaders and made me want to learn 
more for the betterment of my employer!

‘‘ ‘‘

What Cohort 1 
is saying about ERLCP

APPLY NOW!
https://nrmc.typeform.com/to/FhAAIi7C

39500$ The Emerging Risk Leaders Certificate Program is priced 
to bring risk education to the nonprofit sector at a cost 
organizations of all sizes and budgets can afford!

NRMC Members can join this exciting program at the discounted 
rate of: $158 (60% savings!)

‘‘
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